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followers and subscribers
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Overview
"Catia is highly talented and very

active when social media
marketing. Catia creates a

strategy very quickly and acts
with precision. In the short time

of our work together she did
create many new results

bolstering my exposure to new
connections, ideas, web societies

and educated me. It was a real
pleasure and I hope to work with

her again soon"

Christopher Merrifield
CEO, Burnoutfighter
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One of the greatest issues today
is that access to psychologists,
therapists, etc... is financially
beyond the reach of many. 
Also for many, attending hours of
sessions is simply impossible and
does not equip them with the
tools they need to simply, quickly
and immediately deal without
issues. Often believed as a
Millennial condition, burnout is
no small matter. Millions of
people from all backgrounds live
with this issue.
Burnout fighter provides healing
techniques for people living
burnout on a daily basis. 



Their email strategy consisted of
newsletters to their customers about
mental illness. 
But small business owners have too much
to do in too little time. Not surprisingly, a
majority of them feel overwhelmed by their
roles and responsibilities, hence getting
potential customers to subscribe to their
email list is a missed opportunity. 

Regularly publish fresh content
on the blog

Created useful content in the
form of blog posts

Built genuine relationships
Traffic to the landing page

Solution

ConclusionResults

Challenges

+150%
Follower growth

+10%
Monthly Leads

Creating engaging content
is what most brands need to
increase their following and
reach their target audience.

 
But measurements are

crucial, giving the marketers
the ability to see how their
content turn an audience

into leads.
 

Bunoutfighter has seen an
increase in following and

leads since they combined
these elements.


